Electronic Ressources available online
Libraries of the Cégep de la Gaspésie et des Îles
In the context of hybrid education, the campus libraires provide access to all students and
teachers of our institution a great variety of electronic resources available online remotely.
To access our electronic databases, you can click on the icon of the electronic resource below.
Note that you can also access them via our library webpage.
Then, you will need to grow through identification. Your identification number is your
Admission Number and your password is your birthday under the format DDMMYY.
For the members of staff, you can use your Novell access.

- I am looking for an e-book
- I am looking for an electronic journal article
- I am looking for a video
- I am looking for an encyclopedia article
- I am looking for a dictionary article
- I want more!

E-books

ScholarVox a service of Cyberlibris, offers more than 30 000 e-books from international and
quebecer publishers, in french and in english.

Electronic journals

In Repère, you will find french only journal articles. Not all articles are available to read
directly in the database (full text), but you can check if our campus library has subscribed
to the printed edition to loan the numbers that are only offers the bibliographic information.
To know more about Repère

ÉRUDIT gives you access to academic and cultural journal articles. More than 90% of the articles
are available in full text.

Eureka offers to millions of journal articles from news press, cultural journals and
magazines from canadian and european sources, in french and english.
To know more about Eureka

In English. This is the electronic version of the Journal of Chemical Education, including their
archives.

Videos

Curio.ca provides access to the best educational content of Radio-Canada and the CBC, and
also to the National Geographic channel, in French and in English.

To watch movies, documentaries and animation films, interaction productions and other
resources of the National Film Board.

Encyclopedias

This is a french only enclycopedia from France to find articles on people, dates, locations
and subjects.
To know more about Universalis

This is an English encyclopedia. Great to find enclyclopedia articles, this database includes
also a dictionary, thesaurus and URL links to external websites.

This is our bilingual online national encyclopedia created by our peple, for our people
about our canadian people, to learn more about canadian events, our culture, our history
and our landscapes.

Dictionary

This french only dictionary offers 10 tools in 1 : spelling, grammar, difficulties,
conjugation, syntax, anglicisms, typography, quebecisms, abreviations, correspondence.

This online edition of the french only dictionary, is adapted for all screens and can help
you research words to find easily their definition.

Online version of the Grand Robert & Collins, a french-english traduction dictionary.

Other resources

This is a multimedia historic atlas and gives you access to animated maps.

La version en ligne du Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, l'un des plus importants ouvrages
de référence de données utilisés par les scientifiques. Cette nouvelle version permet un accès
rapide et facile à tout ce que le manuel a à offrir.

Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec has a lot of electronic resources to offers to
all Quebec citizens. You can access thousands of e-books, journals, music pieces, music
partitions and videos. Some documents can also be downloaded, while other need to be
consulted online. Everything is free, but you need to fill the subcription form beforehand.
All you need is a Quebec address and fill this form.

Do you have questions?
www.cegepgim.ca/biblio/english-section/
If you need more information about our electronic resources to be more efficient in your
research process, you can contact your head of library for the reference service. You can
send us a Mio or email or contact us by telephone.
Gaspé : Amélie Bigras 418 368-2201 poste 1580 abigras@cegepgim.ca
Carleton : Virginie Dugas 418 364-3341, poste 7228 vdugas@cegepgim.ca
Îles-de-la-Madeleine : Isabelle Vigneau 418 986-5187, poste 6230 ivigneau@cegepgim.ca
ÉPAQ : Daniel Larochelle 418 385-2241, poste 4111 dlarochelle@cegepgim.ca

